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Wind staff upgrade cheat sheet

6/2/2015 · Intuitive support to help those who already know how to do everything in Origins but need a reminder. AKA Cheat Sheet .... 12/14/2013 · Numbers need to upgrade the firefighters. (Red employee) Use these numbers each time and you will upgrade the firefighters every game. Thank you for watching and sub for the more amazing infor, gameplay and ... 9/3/2013 ·
Here's a guide on how to upgrade Ice Staff In Origins DLC 4 Black Ops II Zombies. I made a cheat sheet for the first step of upgrading this employee. You will pass no puzzle... 30/8/2013 · Well here's a check list of tell-it-alls. 1. Get all 4 element staves and upgrade them. 2. Get in the robot and put all the staff pieces (Ice = Church Wind = Middle Fire = Excavation site Lightning =
Spawn) 3. Take the bomb. get in the robot in the center by jugg and ... 6/3/2017 · Photo For everyone who needs a cheat sheet in Origins, I put all the crash power's instructions into an easy screen to upgrade staff. filed 1 year ago by deathbydasani. 37 comments; Share... But if you just want to upgrade the ice or firefighters, and you're too lazy to pull up a tutorial, here's how you
actually tackle it. ... Lightning employees are one of four built-in element employees in the Origins map. Staff of Lightning shoots lightning when firing, and similar to Wunderwaffe DG-2, will chain and kill many zombies, although it is limited to the fact that lightning will chain up to ... Source: Upgrade all employees. So here's a tutorial on upgrading employees that you can build
using my staff department and disk tutorials. This works on both difficulties. (easy and unique) Firefighters Step 1) Go into the crazy place of fire and kill a lot of zombies on top of the fire cauldron just with your firefighters. The Elemental Staffs are Wonder Weapons that can be built to appear in the Zombies Origins in Call of Duty: Black Ops II and Call of Duty: Black Ops III maps.
They also briefly appeared in Revelations in Black Ops III. Content[shown] Four employees element Four employees included in the map ... i think the spark has stopped, i have upgraded the staff several times, but you may be right. oh one thing the spark plugs (I call you that) must be done in order. 1. 5th generator. 2.bottom church. 3.top church. 4. Generator 1. 5. 2nd
generator. 6. Final spark plugged behind the entrance to the church This is staff cheat sheet for origin, more for personal use but I guess others can use this as well. (none of this is not for credits) Post an ad. EMPLOYEE TAPE: LIGHTNING EMPLOYEE: SWITCH ORDERS 4. Building employees excavated. 5. Feed about 30 zombies using the firefighters in Agartha on fire grates
near the cauldron until they are all lite up and on fire. 6. Go to church and use the chart above to shoot the firefighters at the corresponding numbers that match the torch in the tank Area. 7. For Dragon Age: Origin on PC, GameFAQs has 146 fraudulent and secret codes. 8/31/2013 · How to build and upgrade the ultimate employee in Black Ops 2 Origins by completing Crazy
Place Challenges and solving employee puzzles in the normal world. 6/12/2014 · The origin is the new Zombies Map available in the new zombies map available in the map. you will be able to use a portal to reach a new area where you can get prime stone for an employee, depending on which tunnel you went ... The best employee origins in the game upgrade the fire staff
gameplay. ... For everyone who needs a cheat sheet in origin I put all the crashes. Ultimate Fire Staff Puzzle Image Source Call Of Duty Zombies. Firefighters Origin Guide. Xbox 360 Origins Ee Step 1 Complete Page 6 Se7ensins Gaming. A cheat sheet is a physical piece of paper, often filled with equations and/or events in compressed text. Students often print cheat sheets in
extremely small fonts, fitting an entire page of notes in the palm of their hand during the exam. Ron-paul-radio-talk-show.html,Rydges-hotel-sydney-airport-address.html,Salary-package-calculator-india.html,Saltwater-fish-store-stroudsburg-pa.html, Samsung-galaxy-s5-android-version-update.html Quick GuidesUpgrade Staffs Guides WrittenUpgrade Staffs 1. Find records - Will be
placed randomly in the church: Next to the tank (between the tank and the stairs)Upstairs on the bench next to the fountainSu box at the entrance of Generator 62. Collect the staff on round 2 with the church path open, you can shoot down a plane that is glowing red and get a piece between the footprints at the excavation. Turn on Generator 6 and it will pop out of the chestKill
Panzer first and he will drop it.3. Get gramophone from excavation, head to red tunnel and get crystals. (Spawning area) 4. Building staff according to excavation.5. About 30 zombies used firefighters in Agartha on the fire net near the cauldron until all of them were turned on and set on fire.6. Go to the church and use the chart above to shoot the firefighters at the corresponding
numbers that match the torch in the tank station area.7. Rotate the round stones under the excavation to match all the reds.8. Shoot the ball with the firefighters.9. Put the firefighters in the pout in Agartha and feed 20 zombies and it will be finished. 1. Find records - Will be randomly placed around the generator 5Tho on the ledge next to Stamin up. On the boxes near the entrance
to Gen 5. On the bench inside the entrance to the Lightning Staff Tunnel 2. Collect all three pieces of staff pieces in 3 different robot heads. You will have to move through each robot to collect them. 3. Get gramophone from excavation, head to wind tunnel and get crystals. (Gen 4) 4. Building employees excavated.5. Shooting rocks filmed in Agartha. It helps to imagine you're
spelling the word F I L L. Symbols fit and resemble those letters. Stand near AK74U to see Chain. Use the chart above to see the correct symbols.6. Shoot the Smoke Dome: Generator 4 uses the wind staff and shoots the dome towards the excavation. Across the track the church tank fired the dome toward the excavation. Near the entrance of Generator 5, shoot the smoke dome
toward the excavation. 7. Rotate the stone round under the excavation for all yellow.8. Shoot the ball with the wind officer.9. Put the staff in the pout in Agartha and feed 20 zombies and you're done. 1. Find records - Will be placed randomly around the generator 4This on a desk inside the 4T generator hit the back of a wagon near the 4T generator hit the end of the wind tunnel on
the right 2. Collect the staff pieces - You have to ride the tank to get all 3 pieces jump out of the tank after 4 generators and near 3 generators onto a platform and get pieces in footprints. Jump out at Generator 5 on the left and get inside the excavation Jump out in front of the church tank station and get inside church 3. Take the gramophone from the excavation, go to the
Lightning tunnel and take the crystal (Gen 5).4. Build staff under excavation.5. Shoot the corresponding numbers on the piano on the chart above. They don't have to be in any order.6. Rotate 7 wheels around the map to the correct location as indicated in the chart above.7. Transfer the round stones under the excavation to all purple.8. Shoot the ball with the lightning.9. Put the
staff in the pout in Agartha and feed 20 zombies and you're done. 1. Find records - Will be randomly placed around the generator 2On the entrance table to the room from the generator 2On shelves next to the mysterious box in the room shelf in that room next to the door of tank 2. Collect staff pieces - You must get a shovel and dig piles of dirt/bonesDig onto piles of dirt/bones
around the map to get all 3 pieces of staffYou can only get the employee pieces from the pile of digging while it is snowing3. Take the gramophone from the excavation, go to the ice tunnel and take the crystal (Gen 6).4. Build staff under excavation.5. Shoot the corresponding models in Agartha with the ice staff to turn the stones in the air correctly. Use the chart above to match
the symbol.6. Shoot 3 grave stones with icy staff to freeze and then use a gun to break stones. The positions are in the chart above.7. Transfer the round stones under the excavation to all the blue.8. Shoot the ball with Ice.9. Put the staff in the pout in Agartha and feed 20 zombies and you're done. Video Speed GuideUpgrade Quick Staff GuideFull Main Easter Egg Speed
Tutorial Video GuideFull Main Easter Egg How to Get The Golden Shovel &amp; All Red Dig Pile LocationsEaster Egg (8 Perm Perk Slots All 16 Red Zombie Blood Dig Pile Locations Video GuideHow to Get Golden Shovel &amp; All 16 Red Dig Pile Quick Guide Free Magna Collider GunEaster Egg Video GuideHow to get a free package one punch MG08 Magna Collider Collider
9 locations Employees upgrade the dialing position: Skip the top of the factory tank station: DOWN Spawn: LEFT Generator 4: UP Top of church: UP Church basement: RIGHT Generator 5: DOWN Mound wall: UP 1000/15 (a close range direct hit will always be a kill until round 23, from mid-range zombies will only be stunned momentarily with 15 damage)Infinite (upgrade and
charge at least halfway) Semi-automatic (Rechargeable when upgrading) The Staff of Wind is one of four element employees that can be built in the Origins map. Staff of Wind fires wind explosions when fired, (similar to Thundergun), and will instantly kill zombies at point gaps until round 23 and knock any zombies further away. However, the range is not as far as Thundergun, so
you will have to be a little closer to destroying zombies with it. After being upgraded to Boreas' Fury, it works the same as the previous version, however its wind has a wider range and range of effects. Players can also hold down the firing button to charge it up, at a cost of more ammunition per shot. When charged and released, it shoots an initial wind, then expands rapidly to
form a tornado, attracting any zombies quite close to it and dragging them into the center, instantly killing them. Furthermore, Boreas' Fury has a melee attack involving clawing with spikes on the employee's head. This attack was a kill blow until round 16. If one inch punch is equipped, its melee attack will override the melee attack of its personnel. After the upgrade, it gets a
second-level attachment called Sekhmet's Vigor when activated by pressing left on the D-Pad, which will cause the player to flip the employee and use the bottom end. This can be used to revive a player who is shot down by shooting them directly. Vitality is a fast-moving ball that moves in a straight line. You should count your photos, because it is easy to miss with this weapon.
How to get [editing | editing source] To get Wind Staff, players must collect three sections of staff and element crystals, as well as gramophone and correct records to access Crazy Place and the lower levels of the excavation site. Staff parts can be found in giant robot heads, each of the three robots holding one. To access the interior, the player must shoot the foot with bright
light under it and be entered by it, sent to the robot's head. Note that only one foot is lit every time a robot passes, and it is randomly selected each time. The yellow profile can be found near generator 5. It may appear on the partly broken wall to the right of Stamin-Up, on boxes near the entrance to the Lightning Tunnel or in the Lightning tunnel on the table at the entrance. The
gramophone is always born on the floor inside the site excavation, and records for access to lower levels found outside around the excavation site. The element jewel can be found inside Crazy Place, and to access it, the player needs yellow recordings as well as gramophones. The entrance to the Wind Tunnel is located near Generator 4. Once in Crazy Place, there will be a pout
that will open with a yellow glow, with the element jewel arising from the inside. Note that the gem can only be picked up if Crazy Place is accessed from the tunnel in accordance with the element of the gem. Once all the parts have been collected, the staff can be built at the lowest level of the excavation site, in yellow pout. After it is built, it can be picked up by any player, and if
the employee is transferred to another weapon later or the player keeps it bleeding (or disconnects), the employee will return to its target. Gallery[edit | edit source] The Staff of Wind in OriginsOne of the wind staff parts, inside a robot's headThe portal for the Staff of WindThe pedestal holding the gemBoreas' Fury in Black ops 3Add a photo to this gallery How to upgrade to Boreas'
Fury[edit | edit source] After obtaining the Staff of Wind, it can be upgraded to Boreas' Fury. First, the player must solve the puzzle located in Crazy Place, located in its Wind section. Above the portal, there are four rounds of consensus with four symbols spread evenly over them. Players must combine the symbols on the upper rings with the symbols on the pillars that the
symbols are pointing to by shooting each round with Staff of Wind to rotate it. The symbol is the basis of four representations of numbers, with the number of lines in each shape being the value for each strength of four (i.e. if there is only one shape in the icon, the value is simply the number of lines present in the shape. If there are two shapes, the value is the number of lines in
the first shape for the fourth time, plus the number of lines in the last shape. If there are three shapes, the number is the number of lines in the first shape for the 16th time, plus the number of lines in the fourth second shape, plus the number of lines in the last shape). The symbols on the pillars represent the total that each row of icons in the rings must add up. Since the exact
order never changes (although the initial rings are randomly selected), the image below can be used as a reference. An easy way is to go between the rocks to the right of the portal, and match the icons as provided. Once the rings are placed correctly, the inner rings will rotate up, and an audio signal will play. Add a photo to this collection Once the puzzle in Crazy Place has been
solved, there will be another photo in the original field. There are three smoking footballs around the dug-out area, located in Generator 4, next to the return path of the tank as well as near Generator 5. The player must shoot the balls with the staff of the wind to steer the smoke excavation site. Balls along the way of the tank were accessed from the church by returning to the path
(or by jumping out of the tank if it returned from the tank station) so that smoke could be properly guided. Once all the balls have been fired and smoke is going towards the digsite, a sound cue will play and a beam of light fired up can be seen coming from the excavation site. Next, the player will have to place floating rings inside the lower floors of the Excavation Site so that the
lights on the four rings are yellow. The rings can be rotated by pulling levers located around the lower levels, two on the normal aisle and two on wooden scaffolding. Once all the rings' lights are yellow, their inner yellow ores must be fired with the staff. It will glow yellow, and shoot up in the air. Finally, the player must place the staff inside the yellow pout in Crazy Place, and kill
about 20 zombies in Crazy Place to collect their souls into the staff. Once it's done, Samantha can talk to players about the power of the wind being available, and the staff icon on HUD now has a red outline. Boreas' fury can now be taken from that swarm. As with the regular employees of Wind, if the employee is lost by any means, it will be returned to its pout in the excavation
site, and it does not have to be upgraded again. The football behind the Stamin-Up Ball machine in between Generator 4 and the Ball Wind Tunnel in the outer part of No Man's LandHow to build and upgrade the Wind Employee guide Add a photo to this trivia collection [edit | edit the source] The name of the Wind Employee when upgraded is named after Boreas Staff of Wind is
Dempsey's favorite employee. Employees.
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